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Semicolon 
Editing 

 

 Semicolons = ( ; ) joins sentences together. A cross between a comma and period. 

       You can also use a period or conjunction. 

      Examples: 
  The old mine was dirty; I am covered in dust.  (closely related sentences) 

  Merced, California; Wells, Nevada; and Vernal, Utah.  (avoids comma confusion) 

  The players said goodbye; however, they will return.  (transitions) 
 

Use semicolons sparingly, only 2-3 per essay. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

• Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 
 

 

A) Semicolons join two sentences  
 

 

1.  “Tiw’s Day” or tuesday is the therd day of the weak it is name after Tiw 

 _________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  Tiw is the Heroic god of victory in Norse mythology he are also nown as the Roman god Mars 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  in greek and spanish cultures, teusday is a unlucky day it is consider lucky in Judaism 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  it is a days for Voting in america electshuns are on the teusday after the first monday in Novembers! 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Remember, semicolons join two complete sentences. 

    Incorrect:  We went skiing; and had fun.  

             Correct:  We went skiing; it was fun.  
 

 

 

 

B) Semicolons join sentences with transition words (however, for example, therefore, thus…)  

                  Ex. Ironworkers build skyscrapers; for instance, they built the Empire State Building. 
 

5.  in the 1840’s, some People need a full travel day in order to vote thus sunday was not a good days 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  monday was considerd a better travel day therefore tuesday becamed the logical Voting days 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  it also has nick-names for instance many States hold there primary elections on “Super tuesday”   

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  microsoft has “Patch Teusday” once a Month in other words microsoft releases fixes for it’s products 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

9.  “Black Tuesday” refer to the Stock Market crash of 1929 namely the starts of the Great Depression 

      _________________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  Taco John’s own the trademark “Taco teusday” however they dont allow other restaurant’s to use it        

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Semicolon 
Editing 

 

 Semicolons = ( ; ) joins sentences together. A cross between a comma and period. 

       You can also use a period or conjunction. 

      Examples: 
  The old mine was dirty; I am covered in dust.  (closely related sentences) 

  Merced, California; Wells, Nevada; and Vernal, Utah.  (avoids comma confusion) 

  The players said goodbye; however, they will return.  (transitions) 
 

Use semicolons sparingly, only 2-3 per essay. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

• Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 
 

 

A) Semicolons join two sentences  
 

 

1.  “Tiw’s Day” or tuesday is the therd day of the weak it is name after Tiw 

      “Tiw’s Day” or Tuesday is the third day of the week; it is named after Tiw. 

2.  Tiw is the Heroic god of victory in Norse mythology he are also nown as the Roman god Mars 

      Tiw is the heroic god of victory in Norse mythology; he is also known as the Roman god Mars. 

3.  in greek and spanish cultures, teusday is a unlucky day it is consider lucky in Judaism 

     In Greek and Spanish cultures, Tuesday is an unlucky day; it is considered lucky in Judaism. 

4.  it is a days for Voting in america electshuns are on the teusday after the first monday in Novembers! 

     It is a day for voting in America; elections are on the Tuesday after the first Monday in November. 
 

 Remember, semicolons join two complete sentences. 

    Incorrect:  We went skiing; and had fun.  

             Correct:  We went skiing; it was fun.  
 

 

 

 

B) Semicolons join sentences with transition words (however, for example, therefore, thus…)  

                  Ex. Ironworkers build skyscrapers; for instance, they built the Empire State Building. 
 

5.  in the 1840’s, some People need a full travel day in order to vote thus sunday was not a good days 

     In the 1840’s, some people needed a full travel day in order to vote; thus, Sunday was not a good day. 

6.  monday was considerd a better travel day therefore tuesday becamed the logical Voting days 

      Monday was considered a better travel day; therefore, Tuesday became the logical voting day. 

7.  it also has nick-names for instance many States hold there primary elections on “Super tuesday”   

     It also has nicknames; for instance, many states hold their primary elections on “Super Tuesday”.   

8.  microsoft has “Patch Teusday” once a Month in other words microsoft releases fixes for it’s products 

     Microsoft has “Patch Tuesday” once a month; in other words, Microsoft releases fixes for its products. 

9.  “Black Tuesday” refer to the Stock Market crash of 1929 namely the starts of the Great Depression 

      “Black Tuesday” refers to the stock market crash of 1929; namely, the start of the Great Depression. 

10.  Taco John’s own the trademark “Taco teusday” however they dont allow other restaurant’s to use it         

 Taco John’s owns the trademark “Taco Tuesday”; however, they don’t allow other restaurants to use it.          
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